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Abstract 

This deliverable provides the results of the RISE-6G proposals on architectures, control, signalling, and 

data flow related to work package 6 “RIS for Enhanced Sustainability and Security”, as well as initial 

performance evaluations of these proposals. 
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1 Introduction 

RISE-6G is a 5G-PPP project funded by the European Commission under the H2020 framework. The 

project’s vision hinges on the latest advances on reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) technology for 

radio wave propagation control, with the aim of improving this technology, and conceiving sustainable, 

programmable, and goal-oriented wireless environments. The main objectives of RISE-6G are: (i) the 

definition of novel architectures and control strategies incorporating multiple RISs; (ii) the study of the 

fundamental limits of the RIS technology based on realistic and validated radio wave propagation models; 

(iii) the design, by three different workpackages (WPs), of algorithmic frameworks based on RIS-em-

powered smart wireless environments providing enhanced connectivity and reliability (WP4), enhanced 

localisation accuracy (WP5), and enhanced sustainability and security (WP6); (iv) the prototyping of the 

proposed innovation via two complementary trials with verticals. Deployment scenarios and use cases 

are defined by WP2. 

Within RISE-6G, WP6 proposes innovative PHY-MAC technical enablers to improve the sustainability 

and security of wireless networks. More precisely, WP6 proposes solutions to boost the performance of 

wireless networks in terms of energy-efficiency (EE), electromagnetic-field exposure (EMFE) utility 

(EMFEU), and secrecy spectral efficiency (SSE) metrics, as defined in Deliverable D2.4. WP6 aims at 

improving these metrics focusing on spatially localised areas. Such performance “boosted areas” have 

been defined in Deliverable D2.3 and identified for various deployment scenarios and use cases listed in 

the same deliverable. It is expected that the EE, EMFEU, and SSE metrics require specific and novel 

network architectures & deployment strategies with RISs, as well as novel assessment methods of their 

consideration. 

Since the RISE-6G project targets very different objectives in WP4, WP5, and WP6, the following two-

step approach has been chosen, to derive architecture and control signalling requirements: 

• During step 1: each WP derives its initial views on requirements on architecture and signalling, 

based on the WP very specific objectives and the WP’s list of technical contributions and inno-

vations; the results of these independent works are reported in deliverables D4.1, D5.1, and in 

the current Deliverable D6.1, separately. 

• During step 2: WP2 uses D4.1, D5.1, and D6.1 as inputs to build a common framework for ar-

chitecture and control signalling that will be described in the upcoming Deliverable D2.5. 

 

As a consequence, concepts and terminology regarding architecture and control signalling may slightly 

differ in the deliverables D4.1, D5.1, and D6.1. However, every concept is clearly defined inside each 

deliverable. Common concepts and terminology will be defined in D2.5, to be used afterwards during the 

project. 

 

This current deliverable provides the intermediate results from WP6, on network architectures and de-

ployment strategies with RIS to boost the EMFEU and SSE metrics defined in Deliverable D2.4, for the 

use cases listed in D2.3. The impact of the presented solutions for RIS-enabled/-boosted EMFEU and 

SSE on the EE performance metric is also discussed; explicit solutions for RIS-enabled/-boosted EE will 

be present in the upcoming Deliverable D6.2. The deliverable lists several architectural options, RIS 

control strategies, as well as related data flows and control signalling, all derived from various technical 

contributions and innovations proposed within WP6.  

To summarise, the following concepts apply to both EMFEU- and SSE-boosted networks and guide the 

way we design our solutions: 

- Radio waves are desirable at the position of an intended entity (device, user, person, or object), 

because this entity is receiving data from the network or is sensed by the network; 

- Radio waves are undesirable at the position of a non-intended entity (device, user, person, or 

object) which can be either an exposed entity with undesirable EMFE or an eavesdropper to 

whom signal reception is undesirable; 
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- A non-intended entity (device, user, person, or object) can be either not helping or helping the 

network to boost the EMFEU or the SSE; 

- In the case of EMFEU, the helping non-intended entity can help intentionally by participating to 

the protocol reducing the EMFE; and 

- In the case of SSE, the non-intended entity is always helping in a non-intentional manner. The 

network simply exploits an existing connection between the non-intended entity and itself. 

Also, in this deliverable, the impact of the designed schemes on the EE metric is discussed. 

Time diagrams and flowcharts for the considered schemes for SSE and EMFEU improvements present 

the designed protocols (including control signalling and data transmission), which are mainly devised to 

perform within the channel coherence time. Therefore, in most cases, the proposed schemes apply to low 

mobility or static UEs. 

All proposed schemes rely on hybrid RISs that can switch between different modes, including at least a 

reflecting and a receiving mode, and for some schemes, a transmitting mode as well as a transparent 

mode. 

Based on our analysis of the various proposed schemes, we recommend an architecture, where RIS(s) are 

slave nodes of a BS, and act as UL or DL relay nodes between the BS and the intended UE. Such relay 

nodes already exist in current standards. Compared to a standard relay node, the RIS has the following 

new property: it can reflect the BS’s or UE waves forwarding their data. Regarding the other existing 

properties of relay nodes, the RIS may potentially be less sophisticated (with less computing and signal 

processing capabilities). 

1.1 Deliverable objectives & methodology 

This document provides the intermediate view and results from WP6, on network architectures, deploy-

ment strategies and control signalling with RIS for enhanced EE, EMFEU and SSE metrics defined in 

Deliverable D2.4, for the use cases and deployment scenarios listed in D2.3.  

The current deliverable follows a bottom-up approach:  

• First of all, the various PHY-MAC solutions or innovations proposed by WP6 to boost SSE or 

EMFEU are all briefly described and analysed, in terms of deployment, architecture and control 

signalling requirements. Hence, for each proposed scheme, separately, one option of architecture 

and control signalling is derived. In addition, for each scheme, the impact on the EE metric is 

briefly analysed. Note that detailed description of the proposed schemes and their performance 

is not in the scope of this current deliverable. They will be provided in the upcoming Deliverable 

D6.2. 

• Then, all requirements from all proposed schemes are gathered into a single set of requirements. 

Each of the proposed schemes aimed at boosting EMFEU, is based on general principles explained here-

after. First of all, the control of EMFE towards humans, other living beings as well as certain objects that 

should have a limited EMFE needs to be reflected in specific protocol operations that take place in a RIS-

aided communication system. In general, the communication system needs to differentiate between spa-

tial points where the radiation is desirable and undesirable, respectively. The spatial points with desirable 

radiation are the ones occupied by an intended entity: an intended receiver (for instance hold by an in-

tended user of the communication link) that will receive the radio waves, an intended object or person 

that needs to be illuminated by radio waves to be sensed by the network. Hence, radio waves are desirable 

at the position of intended receivers, intended users and intended sensed humans or objects. At the spatial 

points with undesirable radiation, the EMFE needs to be kept below a certain value. The International 

Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [ICNIRP] provides recommendation re-

garding such threshold, based on the analysis of scientific studies. However, it can happen that some 

countries or cities adopt more constraining limits than the ICNIRP guidelines [GSMA]. Also, some use 

cases presented in D2.3 and D2.4 propose to provide “EMFEU boosted areas” as a service, for instance, 
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in a Train Station. Therefore, the threshold can be set arbitrarily low, either by a city, a country, or a 

building owner. Note that according to the local regulation, the threshold usually has to be ensured in a 

statistical sense (for instance on average and during a given pre-defined period) 

[TFC+17][DTT16][XZY+19][PCE+18][C+19][CZA21]. The spatial points with undesirable radiation 

are the ones occupied by a non-intended exposed entity: a non-intended exposed user (a user of the com-

munication network having subscribed to a low EMFE service), a non-intended exposed person or object. 

There are two main ways in which the communication system can detect and control undesirable EMFE 

at the non-intended exposed entity (user, person or object), depending on the level of participation of non-

intended exposed entity to the communication system protocol:  

• The non-intended exposed entity is not helping: In this case the non-intended entity does not 

provide information about its positioning or status of EMFE, such that the communication system 

needs to infer it based on its own sensing capabilities, or by interfacing to application program-

ming interface (APIs) and systems that can provide such information. For example, there could 

be a different system that measures room occupancy and based on that information the commu-

nication system can adjust the calculation of the induced EMFE. 

• The non-intended exposed entity is intentionally helping: This is the case in which the non-in-

tended exposed entity explicitly provides information to the communication system to assist the 

control of EMFE. For example, the device associated with a non-intended exposed user can use 

some of its signalling messages to indicate the level of EMFE or, simply, to make itself known 

to the communication system in order to force it to limit the EMFE at that spatial location. Such 

active methods for EMFE control may require dedicated protocol messages that can initiate cer-

tain action, such as change of the RIS pattern or decrease of the transmit power. 

Our proposed design solutions for boosted SSE are based upon the same general principles as for EMFEU 

boosting.  Indeed, an eavesdropper is similar to a non-intended exposed user. Again, there are two main 

ways in which the communication system can detect and control undesirable signal at the eavesdropper, 

depending on the level of participation of the eavesdropper to the communication system protocol:  

• The eavesdropper is not helping: In this case the eavesdropper does not provide information 

about its positioning or status of received signal, such that, as for the exposed user, the commu-

nication system needs to infer it based on its own sensing capabilities. In the worst case, i.e. 

without any knowledge regarding the eavesdropper, the network would simply try to reduce the 

level of signal in general; note that such eavesdropper is sophisticated. 

• The eavesdropper is non-intentionally helping: This is the case in which the eavesdropper is 

itself a User Equipment (UE), such as a smartphone, connected to the communication network. 

In this case, like any UE connected to the network, the eavesdropper exchanges data, control 

signals and pilots with the network. However, contrary to a normal UE, the eavesdropper tries to 

demodulate messages sent over radio resources allocated to another user equipment. To avoid 

such type of eavesdropping, the network could use pilot, control and data signals circulating be-

tween itself and the eavesdropper. In this case, the eavesdropper non-intentionally helps the net-

work to improve its SSE; note that such eavesdropper is less complex as it is very close to a 

standard commercial device. 

Figure 1-1 below illustrates the aforementioned concepts with one example where a RISE network emits 

radio waves with the Intended User as a target, in the presence of four Non-Intended entities:  

1. A Non-Intended User who uses his/her UE (connected to the network) to eavesdrop; the network 

uses the connection with the eavesdropper to avoid eavesdropping, and thus the eavesdropper 

unintentionally helps the network;  

2. A Non-Intended User who is exposed to the radio waves emitted by the RISE network, and who 

uses his/her UE (connected to the network) to help intentionally, the network to reduce his/her 

exposition; 
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3. A Non-Intended person, who is exposed to the radio waves emitted by the RISE network but is 

not helping the network to reduce his/her exposition; 

4. A Non-Intended person, who uses a device (which is not connected to the network) to eavesdrop, 

without helping the network to prevent him/her from eavesdropping.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 – Example where the RISE network emits radio waves with the Intended User as a target, in the 

presence of four different types of Non-Intended entities. 

Finally, this deliverable focuses on the main signalling aspects of layers 1 and 2 in the 5G protocol stack 

to support EMFEU and SSE boosting during data transmission. Therefore, it is not an exhaustive analysis 

of all aspects of control signalling (i.e., the 5G layer 3 signalling, random access, mobility, etc. are not 

treated).  
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1.2 Deliverable structure 

The deliverable is organised as follows: 

- In Section 2, we briefly present Spectral Security Efficient schemes proposed in the project, and 

for each scheme, separately, we analyse the requirements in terms of network architecture and 

control signalling; the impact on the EE metric is studied; 

- In section 3, we briefly present EMFE Utility schemes proposed in the project, and for each 

scheme, separately, we analyse the requirements in terms of network architecture and control 

signalling; the impact on the EE metric is studied; 

- Section 4 summarizes our recommendation regarding network architecture and control signalling 

for enhanced sustainability and security; 

- Section 5 concludes this deliverable. 
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2 Secured RISE networks 

In this section, we briefly present Spectral Security Efficient schemes proposed in the project. For each 

scheme, separately, we derive the requirements in terms of network architecture and control. Such SSE 

oriented schemes are presented in Section 2.2 and try to maximise the SSE metric, whose definition is 

recalled in Section 2.1. 

2.1 SSE metric 

The SSE metric has been defined in Deliverable D2.4. We recall hereafter its definition. 

The secrecy spectral efficiency (SSE) metric is defined as the difference between the intended receiving 

UE (RX)’s rate 𝑅𝐼, referring to the legitimate link, and the non-intended RX’s rate 𝑅𝑁𝐼, referring to the 

link between the legitimate transmitter and the eavesdropper. When this difference results in a negative 

number, it means that no security is guaranteed, and the SSE is defined as zero. 

Putting all above together, the mathematical definition of SSE is given by 

 
𝑺𝑺𝑬 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝟎,𝑹𝑰 − 𝑹𝑵𝑰)(𝐛𝐢𝐭𝐬/𝐬/𝐇𝐳)  

where 𝑅𝐼 = log2(1 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐼) and 𝑅𝑁𝐼 = log2(1 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑁𝐼) with 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑙  being defined as in sub-section 

2.1 of D2.4, while 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑁𝐼 is defined in a similar way by considering the BS to the non-intended UE direct 

channel 𝐠𝑑 and the RIS to the non-intended UE channel 𝐠. 

Note that, in these definitions, the waves impinging on non-intended users fall into the category of unde-

sirable waves, whereas the waves impinging on intended users, can be seen as desirable, as defined in 

Section 1.1. 

2.2 SSE-oriented architecture and control signalling requirements 

In this section, we derive the requirements in terms of network architecture and control signalling to 

support Spectral Security Efficient schemes proposed in the project. For each scheme, we provide: 

- The objective of the scheme and the deployment scenario. 

- The Architecture Requirements (i.e., which nodes must be connected). 

- Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements (i.e., a protocol description). 

The detailed specification of the proposed schemes and initial performance results are not in the scope of 

this deliverable; they will be provided in the future D6.2 deliverable. 

 

2.2.1 Spatial Focusing 

Objective & Deployment Scenario 

 

To investigate the spatial locality of the SSE improvement, a scenario with an M-antenna BS is considered 

which attempts to transmit secret single stream data to the single-antenna receiver (RX) (an intended UE), 

where the single-antenna eavesdropping RX, also connected to the network (a non-intended UE), is pre-

sent at the system. To further safeguard the legitimate system, an RIS is also employed under the control 

of the BS that designs both the precoding vector 𝐰 and the passive beamforming diagonal matrix 𝚽. 
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Figure 2-1 – SSE values on a 2-dimensional (2D) grid (as a function of the intended RX position) with the 

presence of an eavesdropper (Eve). (Left) without the presence of a RIS. (Right) with a RIS placed at [0, 

25]. 

In Figure 2-1, the 2D grids of the SSE, as a function of the position of the intended RX (i.e. the intended 

UE), are depicted in the case of the absence (on the left) and the presence (on the right) of an RIS with 

100 unit elements. The eavesdropping non-intended RX (i.e., the non-intended UE) position is at the point 

[10.5 m, 20.5 m] from the BS which is placed at the origin. Also, the nominal position of the intended 

RX is at [40.5 m, 20.5 m]. When a non-intended RX is present even closer to the BS than the intended 

RX, it is observed that the presence of an RIS boosts the whole area with higher SSE values. Interestingly, 

a strong beam pattern is observed in the direction which connects the RIS with intended RX. 

Architecture requirements 

The proposed scheme has the following minimum architecture requirements (captured in Figure 2-2): a 

multi-antenna BS is serving a single antenna intended UE at a time, through a bi-directional time division 

duplex (TDD) air interface, with the help of one RIS node, in the presence of a single-antenna non-

intended UE. The BS BF weights and RIS’s reflected BF weights are optimised in terms of SSE for a 

single couple of intended UE and non-intended UE, at a time. Channel reciprocity is exploited to acquire 

full channel state information (CSI). 

The RIS node is assumed to be hybrid [AV20], [ASA+21], [AAN+21]: it can switch between a transmis-

sion mode, a reception mode and a reflecting mode. 

The RIS node is connected to the BS as follows: 

• The RIS listens to the BS’s synchronisation signals to be aware of the transmitted frame structure, 

and to be able to apply the protocol described in the next sub-section. 

• The RIS sends pilot signals to the BS, in order for the BS to estimate the channels between the 

two nodes (channel reciprocity in TDD mode is exploited). 

• Then, it receives the configured weights from the BS. 

In addition, we consider the special case where the non-intended UE is connected to the BS as described 

below: 

• The non-intended UE sends pilots to the BS to support its own connection to the network. 

• The BS listens to the non-intended UE pilots and estimates the channel state information. 

The above process is similar for the case of the communication between the BS and the intended UE. 

Also, the non-intended UE tries to eavesdrop the confidential intended UE data signals and the BS is 

aware of this situation and considers it as a potential eavesdropper, trying to reduce the signal towards 
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this non-intended UE. Note that in this case, the non-intended UE is unintentionally helping the network 

to prevent it from eavesdropping (as described in Section 1.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Architecture requirements for spatial focusing scheme. 

Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

 

For the above scheme, the requirements for data flow and control signalling are given sequentially (as a 

protocol description) and then illustrated in Figure 2-3: 

1. The intended and non-intended UEs send pilot signals to the BS, for the intended UE-to-BS chan-

nel and the non-intended UE-to-BS channel estimations. During this step, the RIS’s weights are 

in a reference state known at the BS. 

2. Then, the RIS sends pilots to estimate the RIS-to-BS channel. Then, the BS deduces the direct 

UE-to-BS channel and the non-intended UE-to-BS channel (by withdrawing from the estimated 

channels at step 1, the estimated channel of step 2, assuming a cascaded channel model). 

3. Next, the BS jointly computes the RIS and BF weights, optimised for SSE. 

4. Then, the RIS configuration is sent to the RIS by the BS. 

5. The RIS’s controller configures the RIS according to the received configuration. 

Finally, the BS transmits data with BF weights optimised for SSE. Both UEs receive the data and demod-

ulate them either successfully in the case of the intended UE, or unsuccessfully in the case of the non-

intended UE.  
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Figure 2-3 Data flow and control signalling for the spatial focusing scheme. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Time diagram for the spatial focusing scheme. 

 

 

Energy Efficiency 

Thanks to the proposed spatial focusing scheme, the intended UE will experience better performance in 

terms of energy efficiency due to the presence of the RIS, especially when it is located at the line con-

necting the RIS with the nominal intended UE’s position, according to Figure 2-1. 
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2.2.2 SSE with Full CSI knowledge 

Objective & Deployment Scenario 

The considered secrecy-oriented system [AKW+21], illustrated in Figure 2-5, comprising three multi-

antenna nodes (an intended RX UE, a non-intended eavesdropping UE, and a BS) and two multi-element 

RISs, one serving the non-intended RX UE (eavesdropper E) and the other the intended RX UE (legiti-

mate BS-RX link). The two UEs are connected to the BS. The BS is assumed to be unaware of the exist-

ence of the malicious RIS and the same is assumed for E regarding the legitimate RIS. TDD air interface 

is assumed. Channel reciprocity can be exploited to acquire full CSI. Finally, it is assumed that there is 

no propagation path between the BS and the intended UE passing by the malicious RIS, and there is no 

propagation path between the BS and the non-intended UE passing by the legitimate RIS.  

 

Figure 2-5 Considered deployment scenario for the secrecy spectral efficiency with full CSI knowledge. 

 

Architecture requirements  

For the above model illustrated in Figure 2-5, the following architecture requirements are assumed: we 

consider full CSI knowledge for both legitimate and eavesdropping sides, regarding the channels that 

each side needs to possess in order to design its free parameters, such as RIS configuration, beamforming 

vectors/matrices and receive combiners. We assume that the BS acquires the channel matrices 𝐇, 𝐇1 and 

𝐇2, while it is also assumed that the BS and the non-intended UE cooperate to estimate the BS-to-non-

intended UE channel 𝐇E based on the following channel estimation scheme: BS transmits pilot signals to 

non-intended UE that estimates 𝐇E and then feeds this estimation back to BS. This cooperation may apply 

to the case where the non-intended UE plays the dual role of an intended receiver and of an eavesdropper. 

BS is unaware of the existence of the malicious RIS; hence, it has no knowledge on the BS-to-malicious 

RIS channel 𝐆1 and the malicious RIS-to-non-intended UE channel 𝐆2. However, the latter two channels 

are assumed available at the eavesdropping side. 

The RIS nodes are assumed to be hybrid [ASA+21] and able to switch between several modes: transmis-

sion mode, reflection mode and transparent mode (where they are transparent to impinging waves). Note 

that such transparent mode could be obtained for instance by loading the unit cells with a switchable 

impedance very far from the adapted impedance for the carrier frequency of interest. 
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Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

For the described scheme above, the necessary protocol and the associated requirements for control sig-

nalling are summarised below: 

1. The BS sends pilots in the downlink (DL) and the UEs estimate (𝐇,𝐇E). During this step, the 

two RISs are assumed to be in a “transparent state”, for instance, their unit cells are loaded with 

large impedances (close to an open circuit). 

2. The UEs send pilots in the uplink (UL) and the BS estimates (𝐇,𝐇E). During this step, the two 

RISs are assumed to be in a “transparent state”, for instance, their unit cells are loaded with large 

impedances (close to an open circuit). 

3. Next, the BS turns on the legitimate RIS, to estimate the cascaded channel, that is, 𝐇1 and 𝐇2. In 

parallel, the eavesdropper E turns on the malicious RIS and estimates the cascaded channels of 

the malicious RIS (𝐆1 and 𝐆2). 

4. The BS computes the weights for the BS BF and for the legitimate RIS, optimised for SSE, only 

based on the knowledge of 𝐇,𝐇E, 𝐇1 and 𝐇2. In parallel, the eavesdropper E compute the RIS 

weights for the malicious RIS only based on the knowledge of 𝐇E, 𝐆1 and 𝐆2.  

5. The BS sends the weights to the legitimate RIS. In parallel, the eavesdropper E sends the weights 

to the malicious RIS. 

6. The legitimate RIS configures itself according to the received weights. In parallel, the malicious 

RIS configures itself according to the received weights.  

7. The BS sends confidential data using the BF weights. Hopefully, the intended UE receives and 

demodulates the data successfully, and the non-intended UE demodulates it unsuccessfully. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Data flow and control signalling for the secrecy spectral efficiency scheme with full CSI. 
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Figure 2-7 Time diagram for the secrecy spectral efficiency scheme with perfect CSI. 

 

Energy Efficiency 

Thanks to the proposed SSE scheme, the intended UE will experience higher rates due to the presence of 

the legitimate RIS, even when the malicious RIS has five times more unit elements than it, according to 

the results in [AKW+21]. 

3 EMFE Utility RISE networks 

In this section, we derive the requirements in terms of network architecture and control signalling to 

support EMFE Useful schemes proposed in the project. Such EMFE Utility (EMFEU) oriented schemes 

are presented in Section 3.2 and try to maximise the EMFEU metric, which definition is recalled in Sec-

tion 3.1. 

Note that the detailed description of the schemes and their performance is not in the scope of this deliv-

erable. They will be provided in the upcoming D6.2 deliverable. 

3.1 EMFEU metric 

The EMFEU metric has been defined in Deliverable D2.4 Section 2.10. We recall its definition hereafter. 

In addition to the DL case, we also consider the UL case. 

We first consider as a target service, a DL data communication towards an intended UE. We also consider 

a non-intended user (or person or object) who is potentially exposed to the EMF generated by this link. 

For this target service, we propose the following definition of the inter EMFEU: 

 
𝑬𝑴𝑭𝑬𝑼𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓 = 𝑹𝑫𝑳/𝑿𝑵𝑰,  

where 𝑅𝐷𝐿 is data rate that is delivered to the intended UE and 𝑋𝑁𝐼 is the EMF which the non-intended 

user (or person or object) is exposed to. In the case we are considering multiple non-intended users (or 

persons or objects), 𝑋𝑁𝐼 is the EMF of the most exposed one. 

As a target service, we then consider an UL data communication issued by an intended UE. In this case, 

the intended UE is also the exposed one. For this target service, we propose the following definition of 

the self EMFEU: 
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𝑬𝑴𝑭𝑬𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒇 = 𝑹𝑼𝑳/𝑿𝑰,  

where 𝑅𝑈𝐿 is data rate that is transmitted by the intended UE and 𝑋𝐼 is the EMF which the intended user 

(we recall that the intended user “uses” the intended UE) is exposed to. This refers to the user own radi-

ation, which should be a very local phenomenon. A RIS can help boosting the self EMFEU through 

improving the link’s quality, thus, allowing the UE to achieve the same rate with a lower transmit power 

and a lower self EMFE. 

Note that, in these definitions, the waves impinging on non-intended users fall into the category of unde-

sirable waves, whereas the waves impinging on intended users can be seen as desirable, as defined in 

Section 1.1. 

 

3.2 EMFE-oriented architecture and control signalling requirements 

In this section, we derive the requirements in terms of network architecture and control signalling to 

support EMFE Useful schemes proposed in the project. For each scheme, we provide: 

- The objective of the scheme and the deployment scenario. 

- The Architecture Requirements (which nodes must be connected). 

- The Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements (a protocol description). 

The detailed specification of the proposed schemes and initial performance results are not in the scope of 

this deliverable; they will be provided in the future D6.2 deliverable. 

3.2.1 RIS-aided EMF-Aware BF 

Objective & Deployment Scenario 

A macro-cell deployment of massive MIMO BSs operating with a sub-6GHz carrier frequency is consid-

ered. As illustrated in Figure 3-1, we consider both outdoor-to-outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor environ-

ments. The following type of propagation is considered: multiple scatterers, multiple RISs, both LOS and 

NLOS. RISs and scatterers are in far field of target UE and BS. Slow moving or steady UEs only are 

considered. TDD mode is assumed. Channel reciprocity can be exploited to acquire full CSI. 

RIS-aided EMF-Aware beamforming schemes [APV21] [APV+22-1] [APV+22-2] are proposed with the 

following objectives: to deliver DL data from the BS to the UE with maximum received power at the 

target UE, whilst complying with the EMFE regulation.  

 

 

Figure 3-1 Considered deployment scenarios. Figure 3-2 RIS aided EMF-Aware BF principle. 

The principle of the proposed technical solutions is summarised hereafter. It addresses a drawback of M-

MIMO maximum ratio transmission (MRT) BF (which exploits the channel reciprocity in TDD systems), 

which yields the creation of undesired high exposure regions (over-exposed area in terms of EMFE) in 
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the vicinity of the antenna, as illustrated in Figure 3-2 a). Such over-exposed area is concentrated in few 

directions (around the antenna) corresponding to the best propagation paths between the antenna and the 

receiver. Various novel electromagnetic field aware beamforming schemes are proposed that: (i) spread 

the beamforming radiation pattern in the angular domain by adding to the ‘natural’ propagation paths 

some ‘artificial’ propagation paths thanks to RISs; (ii) truncate the pattern in strong directions; (iii) boost 

the pattern in weak directions. Such proposed novel schemes maximize the received power at the target, 

without violating the exposure constraint. 

This scheme therefore boosts the inter EMFEU metric. However, as non-intended UEs, persons and ob-

jects are not helping the network to avoid exposing them, this scheme only reduces the global level un-

desirable radiations. 

Note that the detailed description of this scheme and its performance is not in the scope of this deliverable. 

It will be provided in the upcoming D6.2 deliverable. 

 

Architecture requirements 

 

Figure 3-3 Architecture requirements, with RIS #n, n=1 to N. 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum architecture requirements (captured in Figure 3-3: a 

single BS is serving a single UE at a time, through a bi-directional TDD air interface, with the help of one 

or several RIS nodes. The BS BF weights and RISs reflected BF weights are optimised for a single UE at a 

time.  

Although a RIS node is mute, it is connected to the BS and the UE as follows: 

- it listens to the BS synchronisation signals to remain synchronised with the BS, to be aware of 

the frame structure, and be able to apply the protocol described further down. 

- it listens to the UE uplink pilots. 

 

Hence, the RIS node is assumed to be hybrid: it can switch between a reception mode and a reflecting 

mode. 

 

Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum requirements (captured in Figure 3-4 and Figure 

3-5) in terms of protocol and control signalling: 

1. the UE sends pilots in the uplink, each RIS senses the phases of the propagation channel between 

the UE and its unit cells;  

2. then, based on the knowledge of these phases, each RIS computes its weights to “turn itself elec-

tronically” towards the target UE, and “freezes”. 
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3. The UE sends pilots in the uplink again, to allow the BS to sense the UE-to-BS channel under 

the influence of RISs. 

4. Then, based on the knowledge of the channel, the BS computes the BF weights 

5. Finally, the BS sends data to the UE, using BF. 

Steps 1 to 3 are re-iterated to take into account changes in the propagation environment. However, the 

UE is supposed to be steady or slowly moving, and to the most frequent occurrence of steps 1 to 3 is 

once per UL frame (as illustrated in Figure 3-5). 

 

Note that in this scheme, the non-intended UE is not helping as it is not participating to the protocol. 

 

Figure 3-4 Data and control flows, all RISs #n (n=1 to N) doing the same thing simultaneously. 

 

 

Figure 3-5 Time diagram, all RISs #n (n=1 to N) doing the same thing simultaneously. 

Energy Efficiency 

[APV21] shows that using truncation only already improves the attained received power at the UE, 

whilst meeting the EMFE constrain. Hence the EMFE Utility is boosted. [APV+22-1] shows that boost-

ing in addition to truncation, further improves the attained received power at the UE, whilst meeting the 

EMFE constrain, but at the expense of a large amount of energy spending. Hence, in this case, the 

EMFE Utility is further boosted, at the expense of an EE degradation. [APV+22-2] is similar to 

[APV+22-1]. It is therefore up to the network operator to choose the trade-off between EMFEU and EE 

and select the right technique to attain this trade-off. 
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3.2.2 Energy Efficiency Optimisation of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces with Electromag-

netic Field Exposure Constraints 

Objective & Deployment Scenario 

An indoor deployment of small cell BSs or APs operating with a sub-6GHz carrier frequency is consid-

ered. As illustrated in Figure 3-6, we consider indoor-to-indoor environments. We consider the following 

type of propagation: multiple scatterers, multiple RISs and only NLOS. RISs and scatterers are in far field 

of target UE and BS. Slow moving or steady UEs only are considered. TDD mode is assumed, where full 

channel state information can be obtained thanks to channel reciprocity.  

As illustrated in Figure 3-6, joint RIS and BF EMFE aware schemes [ZR22] are proposed with the fol-

lowing objectives: to deliver uplink data from the UE to the BS with maximum EE under EMFE constrain.  

 

Figure 3-6 Considered deployment scenarios. 

The principle of the proposed technical solutions in [ZR22] is summarised hereafter. The problem of 

energy efficiency maximisation in a RIS-based communication link, subject to not only the conventional 

maximum power constraints, but also additional constraints on the maximum exposure to electromagnetic 

radiations of the end-users is considered.  

This scheme therefore boosts the self EMFEU metric. In this particular case, the UE helps the network to 

reduce the exposition. 

Note that the detailed description of this scheme and its performance is not in the scope of this deliverable. 

It will be provided in the upcoming D6.2 deliverable. 
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Architecture requirements 

 

Figure 3-7 Architecture requirements. 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum architecture requirements (captured in Figure 3-7): a 

single BS is serving a single UE at a time, through a bi-directional TDD air interface, with the help of one 

or several RIS nodes. The BS BF weights, the UE filter and RISs reflected BF weights are optimised for a 

single UE at a time.  

The RIS node can listen and talk, and it is connected to the BS and the UE as follows: 

- it listens to the BS synchronisation signals to remain synchronised with the BS, to be aware of 

the frame structure, and be able to apply the protocol described further down; 

- it sends pilots to the BS; 

- it sends pilots the UE; 

- it listens to the UE message signalling the RIS weights to be applied. 

 

Hence, the RIS node is assumed to be hybrid: it can switch between a transmission mode, a reception mode 

and a reflecting mode. 

 

Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum requirements (captured in Figure 3-8 and Figure 

3-9) in terms of protocol and control signalling: 

1. Each RIS #n (n=1 to N), in sequence, sends pilots to allow the UE and the BS to measure the 

RIS-to-UE and the RIS-to-BS channels. 

2. The BS reports the RIS-to-BS channels, for each RIS, to the UE; 

3. The BS sends pilots to the UE to allow the UE to measure the BS-to-UE channel (for this stage, 

the RIS are assumed to be frozen in a known configuration, so that the UE can withdraw from 

the BS-to-UE the ‘artificial’ part of the channel with RIS influence, and extract the ‘natural’ part 

only); 

4. Based on all aforementioned channel measurements, the UE computes the UE BF weights, the 

BS filter weights and the RIS weights;  

5. The UE sends to each RIS, its individual weights; 

6. Each RIS configures its weights according to the received control message from the UE; 

7. The UE sends data with demodulation pilots to the BS 
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8. The BS measures the channel, equalizes it (after having determined the BS filter) and received 

the data. 

Step 1 requires the introduction of a ‘RIS frame’ during which the BS and the UE are mute. 

Steps 1 to 5 are re-iterated to take into account changes in the propagation environment. However, the 

UE is supposed to be steady or slowly moving, and to the most frequent occurrence of steps 1 to 3 is 

once per overall (RIS, DL and UL) frame (as illustrated in Figure 3-9). 

 

Note that in this scheme, the non-intended UE is helping as it is participating to the protocol. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Data and control flows, with RIS channels estimation, in sequence for RIS #n, n=1 at N. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9 Time diagram, with RIS channels estimation, in sequence for RIS #n, n=1 at N. 

Energy Efficiency 

[ZRV22] aims at maximizing the EE. Two low-complexity algorithms are developed that jointly opti-

mize the RIS phase shifts, the transmit beamforming, the linear receive filter, and the transmit power. 

One algorithm can be applied to the general system setups but does not guarantee global optimality. The 

second algorithm is provably optimal in a notable special case. The numerical results show that RIS-

based communications can ensure high energy efficiency while fulfilling users’ exposure constraints to 

radio frequency emissions. 
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3.2.3 Low sum EMFE of multiple radio access networks in strong visibility, without coordina-

tion 

Objective & Deployment Scenario 

A deployment of small cell BSs or Aps operating with a mmWave carrier frequency is considered. As 

illustrated in Figure 3-10, we consider indoor-to-indoor environments. We consider the following type of 

propagation: multiple scatterers, multiple RISs and LOS dominant propagation. RISs and scatterers are 

in far field of target UE and BS. No constrain on the mobility of UEs is considered. As illustrated in 

Figure 3-10, at least two operators O1” and “O2” are considered, each with its own RIS, BS, radio access 

network (RAN) and core network (CN) equipments. 

As illustrated in Figure 3-10, a joint RIS and BF EMFE aware scheme is proposed with the following 

objective: each operator should avoid exposing a common target “low EMFE area” that is in strong visi-

bility of the BSs.  

 

Figure 3-10 Considered deployment scenarios. 

The principle of the proposed technical solution requires some field measurements by “O1” and some 

static optimisation of the BS and the RIS. 

More precisely, a measurement UE is used to scan the “low EMFE” area, manually (by an employee of 

“O1” for instance) while the BS and the RISs of “O1” are performing transmitted beam sweeping, and 

reflected beam sweeping, respectively. The BS of “O1” determines the list of “forbidden couples of beams 

and reflected beams” that expose the “low EMFE” area above a pre-defined threshold and stores them. 

The complementary list of couples of beams and reflected beams therefore gathers the “allowed couples 

of beams and reflected beams”. 

Then, when the network is operated it only uses allowed couples of beams and reflected beams. 

The same principle applies to operator “O2”. 

This is expected to provide a “low EMFE area” without live coordination between operators O1” and 

“O2”.  

However, it is operationally expensive as it requires some field measurements and sub-optimal since it is 

not dynamically adapted. Some pre-optimisation using ray-tracing simulation tools can reduce the time 

spent in field measurements. 

Note that the detailed description of this scheme and its performance is not in the scope of this deliverable. 

It will be provided in the upcoming D6.2 deliverable. 

This scheme therefore boosts the inter EMFEU metric. 
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Architecture requirements 

 

Figure 3-11 Architecture requirements. 

The proposed scheme has the following minimum architecture requirements (captured in Figure 3-11) : a 

single BS is serving a single “measurement UE” at a time, through a bi-directional TDD or FDD air inter-

face, with the help of one or several RIS nodes.  

The RIS node can listen to the BS as follows: 

- it listens to the BS synchronisation signals to remain synchronised with the BS, to be aware of 

the frame structure, and be able to apply the protocol described further down; 

- it listens to the BS message signalling the RIS weights to be applied. 

Hence, the RIS node is assumed to be hybrid: it can switch between a reception mode and a reflecting 

mode. 

 

Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum requirements (captured in Figure 3-12 and Figure 

3-13) in terms of protocol and control signalling: 

1. the BS choses a configuration (a reflected beam ID for each RIS, and a beam ID for the BS itself). 

2. The BS signals the configuration to all RISs; 

3. Each RIS configures its reflected beam according to the signalled configuration; 

4. The BS configures its beam according to the chosen configuration; 

5. The BS sends pilots using the chosen beam and the UE measures the BS-to-UE channel for the 

given configuration; 

6. The UE feeds back to the BS the received power; 

7. The BS classifies the tested configuration as “forbidden” or “allowed”  depending on whether it 

exceeds or not a given threshold. 

Steps 1 to 7 are iterated for all configurations. If the BS does not receive any feedback during step 6, it 

considers that the propagation is so poor that the configuration can be classified as “allowed”. 

 

Note that in this scheme, the non-intended UE is not helping as it is not participating to the protocol. 

However, a testing UE is helping before the network is used by the non-intended user. 
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Figure 3-12 Data and control flows, with all RISs #n=1 to N, doing the same thing simultaneously. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13 Time diagram, with all RISs #n=1 to N, doing the same thing simultaneously. 

 

Energy Efficiency 

Such scheme is sub-optimum as it is based on field measurements and then the use of a static list of al-

lowed and forbidden beams. The energy efficiency is expected to be very degraded compared to a 

scheme without this static list constraint. 
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3.2.4 Joint RIS and DL BS BF under EMF exposure constraint 

Objectives and deployment scenarios 

We consider a small cell outdoor BS/AP operating with mmWave carrier frequencies. As illustrated in 

Figure 3-14, the following type of propagation is considered: geometry-based channel with multiple scat-

terers and one RISs. RISs and scatterers are assumed to be in the far field of target UEs and the BS. Time 

Division Duplex (TDD) mode is assumed, where full channel state information can be obtained from 

channel reciprocity.  

As illustrated in Figure 3-14, we jointly optimize the RIS and the BS BF for the intended user, given that 

a non-intended user is between the BS to the intended user, and it has some EMF constraints. Targeting 

on minimizing the transmit power at the BS to satisfy the SNR requirement of the intended user, we 

propose a closed-loop scheme with the direct link being considered, in order to fully explore the potential 

of RIS-assisted systems with EMF constraints. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 Considered deployment scenarios. 

The principle and objective of the proposed technical solution is summarised here after: 

We jointly optimize the BF weights for BS and RIS in a DL transmit system, targeting on minimizing the 

transmit power at the BS. Here, the direct link between the BS to the intended user is “blocked” by a non-

intended user with EMF constraints. With, e.g., different level of EMF requirements, channel models, 

user’s location uncertainties, there are potentials to utilize the direct link to further reduce the transmit 

power at the BS based on the EMF exposure level feedback from the non-intended user. This scheme is 

therefore boosting the inter EMFEU metric. 

 

Note that the detailed description of this scheme and its performance is not in the scope of this deliverable. 

It will be provided in the upcoming D6.2 deliverable. 
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Architecture requirements 

 

Figure 3-15 Architecture requirements. 

The proposed scheme has the following minimum architecture requirements (captured in Figure 3-15) : A 

single BS is serving a single intended UE at a time, through a bi-directional TDD air interface, with the help 

of one RIS node and potentially the direct link. The BS BF weights, the UE equalizer and RISs reflected BF 

weights are optimised for the intended UE at a time. Channel reciprocity can be exploited to acquire full 

CSI. 

The RIS node can listen and talk, and it is connected to the BS and the UE as follows: 

- it listens to the BS synchronisation signals to remain synchronised with the BS, to be aware of 

the frame structure, and be able to apply the protocol described further down; 

- it sends pilots to the BS; 

- it sends pilots to the UE; 

- it listens to the UE message signalling the RIS weights to be applied. 

Hence, the RIS node is assumed to be hybrid: it can switch between a reception mode and a reflecting 

mode. 

Data Flow and Control Signalling Requirements 

The proposed schemes have the following minimum requirements (captured in Figure 3-16 and Figure 

3-17) in terms of protocol and control signalling: 

1. Non-intended user sends EMF-related information, e.g., location, object size, to the BS. 

2. The RIS sends pilots to allow the intended UE and the BS to measure the RIS-to-UE and the RIS-

to-BS channels. 

3. The UE reports the RIS-to-UE channels to the BS. 

4. The UE sends pilots to the BS to allow the BS to measure the UE-to-BS channel (for this stage, 

the RIS are assumed to be frozen in a known configuration, so that the BS can withdraw from the 

BS-to-UE the ‘artificial’ part of the channel with RIS influence, and extract the ‘natural’ part 

only). 

5. Based on all aforementioned channel measurements, the BS computes the BS BF weights, the 

UE filter weights and the RIS weights. 

6. The BS sends to the RIS with its weights. 

7. The RIS configures its weights according to the received control message from the BS. 

8. The BS sends data with demodulation pilots to the UE. 
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9. The UE measures the channel, equalizes it (after having determined the BS filter) and received 

the data. 

Step 1 requires information from the non-intended UE, and such information could be used by power 

minimisation at the BS. Step 2 requires the introduction of a ‘RIS frame’ during which the BS and the 

UE are on mute. Steps 2 to 6 are re-iterated to take into account changes in the propagation environ-

ment. 

 

Note that in this scheme, the non-intended user is helping as it is participating to the protocol.  

 

 

Figure 3-16 Data and control flows. 

 

 

Figure 3-17 Time diagram. 
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Energy Efficiency 

The proposed RIS-assisted beamforming scheme targets on better energy efficiency when serving the 

intended user, while satisfying the EMF requirements for the non-intended user. 
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4 Architecture and control signalling recommendations 

In this section, we provide some recommendations regarding architecture and control signalling based on 

the analysis in Sections 2 and 3. 

The table below lists the considered schemes with their objectives and deployment scenarios. 

Table 1 Considered schemes with corresponding objectives and deployment scenarios. 

# Name sub-section Objective 

(metric to be 

improved) 

Deployment Scenario 

1 Spatial Focusing 2.2.1 Secrecy Rate DL MISO BF, indoor/outdoor 

sub-6 GHz. 

2 SSE with Full CSI 

knowledge 

2.2.2 Secrecy Spec-

tral Efficiency 

DL MIMO BF and AN, in-

door/outdoor sub-6 GHz. 

3 RIS-aided EMF-Aware BF  3.2.1 𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐸𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟  DL M-MIMO BF outdoor-to-out-

door et outdoor-to-indoor, sub-6 

GHz. 

4 Energy Efficiency Optimi-

sation of Reconfigurable 

Intelligent Surfaces with 

Electromagnetic Field Ex-

posure Constraints 

3.2.2 𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐸𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓  UL MIMO BF indoor-to-outdoor 

et outdoor-to-indoor, sub-6 GHz. 

5 Low sum EMFE of multi-

ple radio access networks 

in strong visibility, without 

coordination  

3.2.3 𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐸𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟  DL M-MIMO BF indoor-to-in-

door mm-waves, multiple uncoor-

dinated operators. 

6 Joint RIS and DL BS BF 

under EMF exposure con-

strain 

3.2.4 𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐸𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟  

 

DL M-MIMO BF indoor-to-in-

door mm-waves, multiple uncoor-

dinated operators. 

 

The figure below summarizes the architecture requirements for each scheme in terms of control signalling 

(note that the malicious RIS of scheme #1 is not illustrated).  
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Figure 4-1 Architecture Requirements for all SSE and EMFEU oriented schemes, in terms of control 

signalling and data (* means that data is transmitted over the air-interface in addition to control 

signalling). 
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Time diagrams and flowcharts for the considered schemes for SSE and EMFEU improvements show that 

the full protocol (including control signalling and data transmission) is designed to be preferably per-

formed within the channel coherence time. Therefore, in most cases, the proposed schemes apply to low 

mobility or steady UEs. 

All proposed schemes rely on hybrid RIS which can switch between different modes including at last a 

reflecting mode and a receiving mode and for some schemes a transmitting mode and a transparent mode. 

Based on our analysis of the various proposed schemes, we recommend an architecture, where RIS(s) are 

slaves nodes of a BS, and act as UL or DL relay nodes between the BS and the intended UE. Such relay 

nodes already exist in current standards [TS123501]. Compared to a standard relay node the RIS has the 

following new property: it can reflect the BS waves or UE waves transporting their data. Regarding the 

other exiting properties of relay nodes, the RIS may potentially be less sophisticated (with less computing 

and signal processing capabilities). 
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5 Conclusions 

This document provides the intermediate results from WP6 network architectures & deployment strate-

gies with RIS to boost the EE, EMFEU and SSE metrics defined in Deliverable D2.4, for the use cases 

listed in D2.3. The deliverable lists several architectural options, RIS control strategies, as well as related 

data flows and control signalling, all derived from various technical contributions and innovations pro-

posed within WP6.  

Time diagrams and flowcharts for the considered schemes for SSE and EMFEU improvements show that 

the full protocol (including control signalling and data transmission) are designed to be preferably per-

formed within the channel coherence time. Therefore, in most cases, the proposed schemes apply to low 

mobility or steady UEs. 

All proposed schemes rely on hybrid RIS which can switch between different modes including at last a 

reflecting mode and a receiving mode and for some schemes a transmitting mode and a transparent mode. 

Based on our analysis of the various proposed schemes, we recommend an architecture, where RIS(s) are 

slaves nodes of a BS, and act as UL or DL relay nodes between the BS and the intended UE. Such relay 

nodes already exist in current standards. Compared to a standard relay node the RIS has the following 

new property: it can reflect the BS waves or UE waves transporting their data. Regarding the other exist-

ing properties of relay nodes, the RIS may potentially be less sophisticated (with less computing and 

signal processing capabilities). 
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